We are Happy Together

By: Naomi Lin
Once upon a time, there were a group of friends who were bored one day. The giraffe said, “Let’s build a playground!” So the animals agreed.

“Let’s build a playground!”

Yay!
Next day, they started to work. Gina the giraffe was good at designing, so she designed the playground and gave jobs to others.

Check List
- Bricks
- Wood
- Building
- Painting

Let's design the playground!
The waswo Monkeys' job was hammering because he was good at climbing so he can hammer high parts of the playground.

I can climb up high.
The Lino Lion was screwdriving. He was very strong, so he can make the screw very tight and safe.

Roar, I'm strong.
Ellie Alligator got the cutting job. She liked the saw because it looks like her sharp teeth.

can I use my teeth to cut it?
Emily elephant's trunk was good at carrying heavy objects. Her trunk can carry many objects at the same time so she got the carrying job.

My trunk is the best.
Hanna Hippo got the painting job. Because she took drawing classes and she learned how to paint.

I like to paint.
After working very hard, they finished building their playground. The animals are very excited about having a playground where they can play and have fun together.
We are happy together